
Fan-favorite Photo Ops  
 

What you'll need
•	 La rge sheets of colored, heavy weight paper  

in wedding colors of your choice  
(we used navy, coral, gold, white and mint)

•	 Sh eets of card stock in wedding colors of your  
choice (we used navy, gold, mint and white)

•	 Scissors

•	 Various scalloped-edge scissors

•	 Various hole punches 

•	 Hot glue gun and glue sticks

•	 Strong tape

How to make it
1. For each rosette, cut a long rectangle from a sheet of heavy weight paper. Cut the rectangle  

in whatever length you’d like. 

2. Accordion-fold the rectangle down the length using ¾-inch folds.

3. Once the rectangle is folded into a large strip, use the scalloped-edge scissors and hole  
punches to create decorative effects. 

4. Fold the strip in half and glue the 2 joined sides together to form a half circle. Let dry. Then 
glue the remaining 2 open sides together to form the full-circle rosette. Keep edges pinched  
together until the glue is completely dry. 

5. Make additional rosettes out of the remaining sheets of heavy weight paper, varying the sizes 
of the rectangles for best visual effect. (We made about 30 total rosettes for our wall:  
7 large, 7 medium, 8 small and 8 extra-small.)

6. Cut small circles out of the card stock in varying sizes using the scalloped-edge scissors.  
(Ours ranged from 1- to 6-inches diameter.) Cut a circle for each rosette created. 

7. Glue 1 of the small card stock circles to the center of each rosette. This will help hold it flat.  
Be sure to press it down on a flat surface when gluing, and let the hot glue set. 

8. Begin arranging your rosettes on your wall by taping them to the wall with strong tape,  
placing the largest rosettes on the wall first. Then add the medium, then small, then  
extra-small rosettes in between and on top of the larger ones, using tape or hot glue.


